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General
Before you upgrade
It is strongly advised to back up the Switch application data root before starting Switch for the first time
after upgrading. The Application Data Root Tool that can be used to back up the Switch application data
root can be found in the Switch installation folder after the installation has finished.

Speed improvements
Property run-time validation
If a flow element property contains a dynamic value (text with variables or script expression) then the
actual value can only be generated at the moment there is a job object available. This means the value
cannot be validated at the moment the flow is activated. The run-time validation solves this: the property
value is generated and validated just before the jobArrived entry point is started. This way Switch can
verify that, for example, a script expression generates the value that is available in the dropdown list.
The properties run-time validation was optimized for Node.js scripts and elements so that Switch
processing performance will improve for the cases where those scripts and elements have properties with
dynamically calculated values.
Note: As this optimization was not done for elements that still use legacy scripting, the speed
improvement will only be noticeable when using the elements developed using Node.js scripting. As we
are currently migrating all of our default flow elements to Node.js, this speed improvement will become
more and more noticeable.

Default elements on the Enfocus Appstore
Since the release of the Enfocus Appstore in 2016 a lot of new functionalities have been added to Switch,
such as the possibility to create and use various Apps that enable you to integrate with other platforms,
perform specific tasks or queries. Apps allow users to go even beyond the powerful native capabilities of
our core solution.
Another advantage of the Enfocus Appstore is that it allows our App creators to release new Apps or to
implement new functions and features to existing Apps without having to wait until the next major
release of Switch. Switch users also get a notification in Switch if a new version of the App is available
and they have the ability to decide themselves if they would like to upgrade or downgrade to a specific
version. Once the decision is made the chosen version gets automatically deployed on the Switch
system.
So why not use this functionality with our default flow elements as well? And this is exactly what we have
done with this release: we moved most of our default flow elements to the Enfocus Appstore. This will
allow us to release changes and improvements to these default flow elements much faster and easier
without having to wait for the next release of Switch.
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Installation process
Switch 2022 Spring installer does not contain the default elements anymore. Instead, once you have
finalized the installation process of Switch 2022 Spring, when launching the flow designer, the default
flow elements will automatically be deployed from the Enfocus Appstore.
If you are upgrading an existing Switch installation the process will replace the previously installed
default flow elements with the default flow elements from the Enfocus Appstore. For upgrade
installations, these default flow elements are the same as the ones used in Switch 2021 Fall. This ensures
the existing workflows do not change their behaviour after upgrading from Switch 2021 Fall
to Switch 2022 Spring.
NOTE: To enable the deployment of the default flow elements, you have to be signed in in Switch
with your Enfocus ID. Otherwise, you will still be using the previously installed default flow
elements.

For new installations of Switch the default elements are automatically installed after you successfully log
in with your Enfocus ID using the 'Sign in' tab of the About dialog. In this case some of the installed default
elements will be the new versions developed using Node.js scripting.
For offline installations of Switch 2022 Spring, to get the default flow elements you need to first install
Switch 2021 Fall and then upgrade to Switch 2022 Spring.

Manuals
Because the default flow elements have been migrated to Apps, the explanation of the App
functionalities will not be available anymore in the reference guide of the corresponding Switch version.
Every default element will now have its own manual. You can access this manual by right-clicking on the
default flow element in the Flow elements pane and selecting “App details…” This will take you to the
dedicated App page on the Enfocus Appstore where you can find more information about the default
flow element App.
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Upgrading or downgrading an App
Upgrading or downgrading an App can be done on the My Switch page on the My Enfocus site. Once
Switch has deployed the default flow elements on your Switch installation a new default apps section will
become available on this page.
This section will provide you with an overview of the currently deployed default flow elements on your
Switch installation, but you will also have the possibility to update a specific default flow element if a
newer version is available. To update the default flow element, just click on “Change version” and select
the version you would like to deploy on your Switch installation.
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Node.js Script Expressions
As you probably already know, a script expression is a JavaScript program that gets evaluated in the
context of a job (file or job folder) to determine the value of a particular property of a flow element or
connection. This allows the property value to depend on the job or its associated metadata.
In previous versions of Switch these script expressions still needed to be defined using the old legacy
scripting language. With the release of 2022 Spring it’s now also possible to define these script
expressions in Node.js TypeScript instead.

However, the option still exists to enable the legacy JavaScript expressions, but we propose that every
new script expression is written in TypeScript. Also, with the end of legacy scripting, foreseen with the
release of Switch 2024 Spring, we urge the user to migrate all the existing legacy scripts to Node.js
TypeScript.
Using Node.js TypeScript also allows you to use additional packages that allow you to achieve a high
level of flexibility in your script expression. In this release the packages that you can use are limited to the
native ones available in Node.js v16.14.2. You can find an overview of the native packages here:
https://nodejs.org/download/release/v16.14.2/docs/api/
In this release you do not have the possibility yet to use other third-party packages in the script
expressions.
To make defining the Node.js script expressions convenient and easy we have integrated the Monaco
editor in Switch.
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In this release you have the choice to use the editor directly in the Switch flow designer or externally in
the web browser of your choice. This can be defined in the Switch Designer preferences under User
interface -> Render HTML in Designer. Be aware that this is a beta functionality that could change in
future releases of Switch and that changing this property will require a restart of the Switch Designer.
NOTE: On Apple Silicon Mac systems the Monaco editor will always open in a web browser.
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Native JSON support
The use of metadata within Switch has exponentially grown in the last couple of years and for already a
long time we natively supported XMP, XML and JDF. But because a lot of modern RESTful APIs are using
JSON, we were lacking this type of metadata dataset and we were relying on tools like JSON pickup to
transform the JSON to XML to be able to use this in Switch.
In this release we are proud to announce that we now support native JSON within Switch, meaning that
this type of dataset can be used in Text with variables, Node.js Script expressions, and of course in
Node.js scripts as well.

Single line text with variables
Disable sample jobs
Sometimes when you want to quickly change something while using Single line text with variables, it
could take a while because Switch has to load the sample jobs. In this release we have added an option
to enable you to show or hide the sample jobs when you are editing specific settings in this environment.

Search function for sample jobs
If there are too many jobs, it can be hard to find the sample job you need. The new search field will enable
you to filter the list of sample jobs by defining specific search queries.
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Copy variable from Inspect Jobs
When using the Inspect jobs functionality, in the past, you were not able to visualize the entire variable
structure. This functionality has now been added: once you have defined your variable you can copy it to
your clipboard.

Web Portal toolbar button
In Switch Designer a toolbar button has been added that will open the Web Portal directly in your default
browser.

Setting custom color to multiple folders at once
You can now select multiple folders in a flow and assign a custom color to the whole selection. When you
right-click, it displays a predefined list of colors. Note that the custom option is not available.
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Job boards
Thumbnails
In the previous release we introduced the ability to show thumbnails for each job making it easier for the
Web Portal users to identify jobs. In this release we added an additional view mode that will show larger
thumbnails.

Advanced job board column filters
In the previous release we have introduced the ability to define custom column filters in the job board
columns, now it is possible to define an additional condition to the user property to filter the jobs based
on the current logged in user.
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Customize fields
Related to the new thumbnail view, the ability to customize the fields that are displayed in this view has
been added as well. You now have the possibility, when creating the job board, to define which
information will be shown by default, this is defined by the user that is creating the board.

However, each user has the possibility to overrule the predefined fields and define his own view. The
changes that a user applies will only be applied to his web session and will be stored in the cache of his
web browser.
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When you create a job board with only one column it will now take the complete width of the browser
window into account. The environment is also quite responsive and will automatically adapt when the
size of the browser window is changed. A new table view has also been added that will also show the
defined fields and the size of the thumbnails can be defined as well.

Refresh job info element
In this release a lot of new features and functionalities have been added to the Refresh job info element.
Be aware that some of the functionalities that were used in previous versions of Switch will be
deprecated.

Set flow stage
The functionality to define the flow stage has been moved from the Folder element to the Refresh job
info element, also additional features have been added to keep, set, or remove the flow stage.
Because the functionality has been moved, the Flow stage property in the Folder element has been
deprecated, meaning that if you add a new Folder element in your flow, the Flow stage property will not
be available anymore.
In existing flows, where the Flow stage property has been set in the Folder element, the property will still
be visible and used but it’s the intention that this is moved to the Refresh job info element. Once the
defined value is deleted from the Folder element and the property is empty, it will still be visible but it
will automatically be removed when upgrading to the next version of Switch.
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Custom field
You also have the possibility to define and/or remove 5 custom fields in the Refresh job info flow element.
Here you can define the name and the value of the custom field that can be used as a custom field in the
job boards.

Client module
UX improvement
The Check Jobs view has been completely redeveloped from scratch to obtain the same look and feel as
the job boards view. This has resulted in a uniform way of the code that we use to develop our Web Portal.
Thanks to this improvement we are now able to use the same functionalities as already described in the
job boards section of this document, where we can use the additional views but also give our users the
ability to customize the fields that are shown.

Even the custom fields that you can define in the new Refresh job info element can be used in this view.
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Scripting
Node.js version 16 support
Switch now allows script writers to take advantage of the latest features and bug fixes that are available
in the Node.js LTS version 16.14.2

getFlowName(), Scope.FlowElements and Scope.Flow
You are now able to retrieve the name of the flow from within Node.js scripting so that you can use it in
the filename for your own custom log files on disk. Additionally, the Scope.Flow and
Scope.FlowElements for global data to share global data on flow level have been added as well. The API
description can be found in the Node.js scripting documentation.

flowElement.getPluginResourcesPath() in Node.js
In this release you can use flowElement.getPluginResourcesPath() during the development and testing
phase of your App. This was also possible in legacy scripting, for testing purposes only, where the
resource folder associated with the calling script; in the current implementation this is always the folder
that contains the calling script package but implementations should not count in this fact.
The resource folder is intended for use by scripted plug-ins and should not be used from regular script
packages except for testing; there is no reliable way to transport external resources with regular script
packages. The API description can be found in the Node.js scripting documentation.

XPath Support in Node.js
As a script writer or expression editor writer you now have XPath support working out of the box (i.e.
without having to search and include 3rd-party modules). This will enable you to query XML files that
came in as a job or as dataset. The API description can be found in the Node.js scripting documentation.

JSON dataset support
You are now able to add/read/update/delete JSON metadata to/from your job. Be aware that the JSON
dataset support is only available in combination with Node.js scripting. The API description can be found
in the Node.js scripting documentation.
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Translation support in Node.js
You are now able to translate the strings that are shown to the user, for example, log messages. This can
be done by using the Localization menu item in SwitchScripter.
• First add the language.
• Use the Export option to generate the .ts file. In case of a Node.js script, SwitchScripter will
call the GenerateTranslation option from SwitchScriptTool to generate the .ts file.
• Use the Import option to import the translated strings. In case of a Node.js script, SwitchScripter
will put the translated .ts files in the expected location in the script folder.
• SwitchScripter generates the qm file when saving the script package. In case of a Node.js script,
SwitchScripter will call SwitchScriptTool which will call the lrelease tool to generate the qm file
while packing the script into a script package.
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Bug fixes
The following bugs have been fixed

ENFS-28584

Improve error handling when dataset is missing on disk while still expected by
Switch

ENFS-30380

Errors that get logged during flow startup

ENFS-30605

No error message while workflows stopped

ENFS-30883

FTP Send Issue

ENFS-30968

Assemble job: Error in line 330 of script : Trying to access undefined member 0

ENFS-30969

Missing properties are not highlighted in red if multiple scripts of the same type
are used

ENFS-31021

Readability of Client data issue

ENFS-31046

createNewJob fails in 2021 Fall

ENFS-31131

Console gives many CORS errors related to get /thumbnails call

ENFS-31135

Job boards issues

ENFS-31210

XML Path Location Error

ENFS-31242

If field is not required, data validation should ignore empty string -bug

ENFS-31424

Submit point metadata issues with ':'

ENFS-31504

About panel connection ok, but appstore connection not

ENFS-31628

Issue with checkpoint filters

ENFS-31639

Typescript compile error in index.d.ts

ENFS-31825

Can't upload to FTP with 2-byte name

ENFS-31884

NodeScriptExecutor is not recreated (Channel closed error)

ENFS-31938

SWS doesn't start if some app is missing
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